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Figure 6.10: The log spectral ratio method (LSR) in the case of no noise synthetic (a) and a small amount
of additive random noise (d). In each case the green wavelet has progressed further through the attenuative
rock (thus appearing later in time). The power spectrum of the initial wavelet (b) and (e) is found by using
only the data within the red timelines (the reference window) and that of the attenuated wavelet by using
the data within the green lines (analysis window). The LSR (c) and (f) shows a linear portion which can be
directly related to the value of Q that was responsible for the wavelet change. The best frequency bounds can
be found by limiting the amount of energy allowed in the analysis window and centering that energy on the
peak value. This example illustrates how important this threshold is as it is set to 90% in both cases here.
The effect of adding some random noise greatly affects the distribution of energy and also the linear portion
of the LSR.
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Figure 6.11: Map of Q estimation between the two picked horizons (a) and the standard deviation of the
prestack measured values (b). The Sundown field as at the north-western edge of a large low Q anomaly
trending away to the south-east. Unlike the instantaneous attributes this anomaly is consistent in its magnitude
with what one would expect if it were due to attenuation between the horizons. The uniformity of the standard
deviation provides some comfort that the Q estimation is not following structural trends.
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Conclusions

It is common nowadays to analyse seismic attributes in an effort to derive as much
information as possible from prestack seismic data. This approach has been used to iden-
tify hydrocarbon reservoirs from seismic data where conventional imaging methods (CMP
stacking and migration) only reveal the structure of the reflecting interfaces. All seismic
processing methods however have their limitations and these detection methods are no ex-
ception. They are dependent on the anomaly in question having sufficient strength so as to
become observable above all sources of noise. Seismic noise in this context refers to all
types of incoherent noise as well as coherent undesirable arrivals such as ground roll and
interbed reverberations close to the event of interest. In short, searching for seismic anoma-
lies due to a reservoir such as those at Sundown or Blina is a difficult task due to a number
of unavoidable limitations. This thesis presents a methodology to test whether, based on
a well constrained seismic model, a detectable seismic anomaly could be observed from
surface seismic data. The methodology is applicable to other geological settings.

There is no literature on the application of these modern attribute methods to seismic
data for exploration in the Canning Basin, a region which is thought to have unfulfilled
hydrocarbon potential. A recent 3D survey on the Lennard Shelf was used to assess the
applicability of these methods to this region.

Two different play types on the Lennard Shelf are exemplified by the only two hydro-
carbon discoveries: siliciclastic hosted oil in the Grant formation (the Sundown field) and
fractured Devonian reef carbonate (the Blina field). Using well log information and labo-
ratory methods the physical properties (density and seismic velocities) of these reservoirs
(and surrounding rocks) were tightly constrained. The nature of any porosity or fracturing
in these reservoirs has, to date, only been inferred from well flow information and core
samples. This thesis has shown the effect of varying porosity, fracture density and reservoir
fluid on the theoretical AVO curves and Q.

How well changes in these rock properties can be measured from P-wave seismic data
depends on a number of limitations. These include not only sources of coherent and in-
coherent noise (that can be somewhat mitigated by processing) but also the band limited
nature of the input seismic source, interference coming from reflections other than those of
interest and the countless accumulation of mode conversions that occur at each reflecting
interface. To investigate the severity of the intrinsic limitations of the seismic method I
performed forward modelling in which these limitations were present. Previous seismic
modelling has been performed in the region although it was based upon a simple 1D al-
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gorithm and a limited analysis of the physical properties of the rock types. The particular
method I chose was the time domain finite difference method (TDFD) which intrinsically
models mode conversions and interbed reverberations. Two schemes of particular impor-
tance were the 3D anisotropic elastic finite difference method (to model the azimuthally
dependent effect of vertical fractures) and the 2D anisotropic viscoelastic method.

The elastic modelling methods were first tested against the theoretical AVO response
from a simplified version of the Sundown and Blina reservoirs (i.e. without the complica-
tion of the many overlying strata which would hinder accurate amplitude measurement).
These tests revealed a good agreement with the theoretical response in the isotropic case
but some differences versus the linearised version of the azimuthally anisotropic equations.
It is likely that in the latter case this was due to an accumulation of violated assumptions
and discrete approximations to a continuous reality.

Directly modelling realistic attenuation in the earth is complicated by the fact that the
mechanisms which cause it are numerous, complex and not completely understood. An
approach which appears frequently in the literature is based on the concept of viscoelastic-
ity. The introduction of memory variables into the elastic wave equation leads to a build up
of strain in the solid which can not be released instantaneously thus simulating the damp-
ing observed in an absorptive medium. Assigning the attenuative properties of a fractured
reservoir is done with some uncertainty. There are many rock and fluid properties which af-
fect attenuation and they can not all be known with complete certainty. Using the idealised
Hudson model of fracturing resulted in Q values that were higher than those reported in the
literature for attenuative reservoirs. The approach taken therefore was to assume a range of
quite low Q values in the typical range of previous observations. The viscoelastic method
was found to accurately model a desired attenuation (Q) as measured by the log spectral
ratio method (LSR). Only one relaxation mechanism was used in the viscoelastic TDFD
and that was found to be sufficient to produce the required attenuation. This verification
does not appear elsewhere in the literature. The method of instantaneous seismic attributes
(via the analytic signal) was investigated as a possible approach to identifying such anoma-
lously low values of Q in real seismic data but it was found that none of these attributes
were suitable even when applied to synthetic data. It is possible that these methods perform
better on real seismic traces where instantaneous frequency content is continually updated
due to the multitude of events.

Although adequate amplitude matches between the theory and that produced by full
waveform modelling the AVO theory that uses these amplitudes is only applicable to rela-
tively small angles of incidence (less than 30 degrees). Unfortunately, it is only at angles of
incidence greater than this that the fluid, porosity and fracture changes have a visible effect.
These two facts combine to preclude conventional AVO as an effective tool for these play
types on the Lennard Shelf. If the theory relating the far offset reflectivity could be more
accurately matched to these rock properties AVO may become more viable for these targets.
New methods which aim to extend the usable incident angle range for AVO analysis [22]
may be applicable although they were not investigated.

The arrival of surface wave energy (or ground roll) is a great hindrance to land seis-
mic reflection methods. A realistic surface condition was sought to replicate the effect of
ground roll in the modelling algorithms so that the merit of the detection methods was not
overestimated. Having modelled the ground roll I then looked at two different approaches
for its removal. The first was via f k filtering ( f kk in 3D). Some subtleties in the application
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of f k filtering were discovered to produce a more robust and artifact free result. Firstly, the
method is limited by the spatial sampling of the wavefield (i.e. geophone spacing) which,
when insufficient, results in the aliasing of the noise in the wavenumber domain. This prob-
lem was overcome to some degree by sorting the data into “cross spread gathers” which
achieves dense spatial sampling both parallel and perpendicular to shot lines whilst retain-
ing the locality of midpoints. Other improvements included amplitude balancing, prior
NMO correction and protection of primary reflections during the f k mute. Applying f kk
filtering with these improvements resulted in a satisfactory removal of ground roll for the
Bunda survey. The second approach trialled for ground roll removal was based on a pre-
viously published modelling and subtraction method. The method was designed to handle
linear but dispersive arrivals (ground roll) whilst preserving hyperbolic energy (reflections).
With significant effort the method was shown to work to some degree on a single shot of the
Bunda survey. The manual effort required however meant that it was not a viable solution
for the whole survey. The reason for the difficulty in application was the mismatch between
the idealised model of the surface and the real complications which exist in the actual near
surface. Futhermore, f kk filtering resulted in superior ground roll removal.

Standard reflection processing steps were carried out including the aforementioned f kk
filtering for ground roll removal to prepare the prestack data from the Bunda survey for
attribute analysis. Particular care was taken not to apply any processing steps that would
preferentially scale or filter traces or events in a way that would introduce any amplitude
or frequency bias to particular offsets or surface locations. In fact, surface consistent ap-
proaches (surface consistent statics and amplitude correction) were performed to negate
such biases that exist in raw data. The result of this processing was relatively clean prestack
CMP gathers and a good quality 3D structural stack. The stack was used to interpret the
two key horizons (with the help of well log synthetics). A window of data centered on these
horizons was used as the input to the LSR approach for measuring the attenuation between
them. Several instantaneous attributes were also derived at these horizons.

The LSR method was applied in a fashion similar to Dasgupta and Clark [31] with some
modifications to make the method more accurate and robust in the presence of noise. These
were to apply the method, not on NMO corrected gathers but by using a window defined by
the NMO equation. This way errors due to NMO stretch were avoided entirely. Secondly,
it was recognised that the band limited nature of the data means that the analysis should
only be performed using the frequency range over which there is significant signal. This
frequency range was determined in a data adaptive way by using the range of frequencies
which contained a required percentage of the energy centered on the frequency defined by
the power spectrum’s “center of mass”. The percentage of energy to include was found to
be a key factor in the application of this method with a value 90% found to produce the
most stable value.

It was found that throughout the survey area values of Q between the base of the Grant
Group and the top of the Nullara Formation showed some systematic variation. Analysis of
the confidence in the measurement showed no systematic variations apart from the low fold
areas at the edge of the survey. Interestingly, a low Q trend in the south of the survey area
corresponds with the Sundown field and continues for approximately 10km to the south
east of there. The cause of this low Q trend could reflect changes in porosity, fracturing or
fluid type. This area has only been sparsely tested with drilling and although these wells
have not been successful I suggest that further exploratory drilling may be warranted in this
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area.
The instantaneous attributes (RMS amplitude, frequency and Q) were also analysed to

see if any trends existed which correlated with the Sundown discovery or the low Q trend.
The instantaneous amplitude maps (RMS) showed several anomalies although the size and
shape seem to correlate more closely with the subsurface geology (channel systems and
faults) than with the anything else. The instantaneous Q map for the Grant Group was
quite noisy and actually showed a slightly elevated value in the region of the Sundown
field. The instantaneous frequency attribute was more stable and showed a slight trend
which correlates well with the low Q trend although the frequency seems to be larger (not
smaller as one would expect) in this trend. On the other hand there exist several areas of
significant contrast in instantaneous Q for the Nullara horizon.

7.0.1 Future work
All of the work presented in this thesis is original work and a large amount of time was

devoted to the development of algorithms for the modelling and inversion of seismic data.
Using this work as a platform allows many possibilities for new research. The methodol-
ogy used here which involved sophisticated seismic modelling and targetted Q and AVO
detection algorithms can equally be applied to any seismic target which is expected to show
anomalous absorption or anisotropic behaviour.

The most computationally expensive aspect of the method described here is the finite-
difference modelling algorithms. Although, efforts were made to improve the performance
of this aspect by limiting the computational domain, reusing derivative calculations and
optimising the grid size, other more complex methods such as variable grid size and pseudo
spectral methods could be implemented to further improve performance.

Vertical seismic profiling is a less expensive acquisition geometry which can be used
to better understand the near-well characteristics of an existing reservoir. The limits of
seismic methods to derive reservoir attributes from VSP data could be investigated in the
same way as reflection methods have been studied here. Existing wells drilled through
proven reservoirs could be used to more accurately define porosity and fracture networks.

Probably the most limiting factor when dealing with land seismic data is the wide range
and severity of different types of noise. In seismic imaging the final signal to noise ratio
can be greatly improved by deconvolution, f k filtering and stacking amongst other meth-
ods. Prestack inversion methods require clean, denoised prestack reflection events in order
to produce accurate results. The performance of two inversion methods was investigated in
this thesis in the presence of ground roll, random noise and what was referred to above as
unavoidable complexities in the wavefield. The last of these factors was not mitigated in
any way. One possibility for removing this effect is by performing seismic migration which
is routinely used prior to AVO analysis for this purpose. After a perfect migration reflec-
tion events become flat on so called common image gathers which are the post migration
equivalent of CMP gathers. The effect of various migration algorithms on the accuracy of
Q measurements made using the LSR method would be an important topic for research.
The modelling methods used in this study (with the inclusion of lateral structural changes)
would provide a means of testing the benefits and difficulties introduced by migration in a
synthetic environment.
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Appendix A

Density measurements of irregularly shaped rocks can be made by weighing them in
water and air and using the expression

ρ =
ma

ma − mw

where ma is the weight of the rock in air and mw is the weight in water. Before this method
was employed, however, care was taken to wash away soil from the faces of the sample that
were exposed to the elements. To make the measurement in water a wire cage was fash-
ioned to hold the sample and then suspended in a bucket of water from a set of laboratory
scales (Figure A.1a). The reading on the scales was monitored over a small amount of time
to see if infiltration of water into available pore space would affect the reading. The fact
that this did not happen confirmed the expectation that the samples had little to no porosity.

Sonic velocities can be measured in a laboratory by using a cathode ray oscilloscope and
sonic transducers with the so called ’bench top’ method. Although a laboratory measure-
ment performed in this way is done under zero stress conditions and is not representative of
the in situ stress state of the rock due to overburden and pore fluids, empirical relationships
have been established to extrapolate these measurements to account for a given depth of
burial [93]. Measurement of attenuation by methods which involve brine saturation of the
sample (outlined by King [55]) were not undertaken as the porosity of the samples was
negligible.

For the bench top method (Figure A.1b), each sample has to be cored and then cut at the
ends to obtain a cylinder with parallel end faces. After the sample is prepared in this man-
ner, sonic transducers are secured to either end of the core with a viscous couplant which
enhances the transmission of energy into the core and from the core to the receiving trans-
ducer. A cathode ray oscilloscope (CRO) triggers a high voltage pulsar which activates the
transmitting transducer. The energy received at the other end of the core by the receiving
transducer is displayed on the CRO as a waveform with the zero time being the time that
the pulsar was triggered. The CRO can be set to measure many hundred such waveforms
and display the output of the average of these. In so doing experimental noise associated
with the electronic equipment or possible poor coupling are greatly reduced and a smooth
waveform results. Transducers which operate in two modes, one with movement perpen-
dicular to the face of the core and the other parallel, allow both compressional and shear
wave velocities to be measured in this way. The sonic velocity of the sample is calculated
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(a)

t0 tp ts
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Figure A.1: (a) Apparatus for measuring the density of field samples. Samples are weighed on top of the
scales and then weighed while submersed in water while suspended in a wire cage from beneath the scales. (b)
Apparatus for measuring the velocity of field samples. The oscilloscope triggers the transmitting transducer
and displays the waveform recorded at the receiving transducer. Arrival times of P and S waves determine
the velocity of the sample.

by picking the arrival time of the pulse and using the known length of the sample

cp =
l
tp
, cs =

l
ts

The cored samples were then used to reclaculate the density by using their cylindrical
shape to calculate their volume. The new density measurement includes any porosity and
the close agreement with the method outlined above validates the assumption that these
samples have negligible effective porosity.


